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KTM 690 Rally Frame Bracket

Thank you for buying this product and supporting our work to bring you the best products for your bike!
Step 1.
Remove the stock lighting and clear up space surrounding the steering head.
Remove the plastic surrounding the steering head and ignition barrel. Removing the airbox top will facilitate the
installation.
Loosen the bolts for the ignition barrel. Replace the bolts with the
supplied M6 Allen bolts. We have supplied 3 different lengths as there
are great differences in production regarding the brackets for the barrel.

Now position the L-shaped arms of the upper frame bracket on the
outside of the barrel fastening points. Remove the bolts and loosely fit the
L-arms.

Now position the upper frame bracket and loosely fit the M8 bolts into the
L-shaped arms.

Start by fastening the rear bolts but don’t do the final torqueing yet. When
tightening the forward M8 bolts the bracket will level itself against the
steering head as the holes in the forward frame bracket have a slight
play. You can now do up both M6 ignition bolts as well as the M8 bolts
and the bracket is in place.
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Step 2.
Installing the lower frame bracket.
Installation is almost as easy as it looks. The u-shaped
part of the bracket is positioned inside the slightly ushaped part holding the coolant expansion tank. It may be
necessary to file a groove in order the fit the U-shaped
part snugly against the steering head. After getting the U
in place, simply add the lower frame bracket and do up
the lock nuts. Position the bracket in accordance to the
top frame bracket to ensure straightness.

Now enjoy rallying your KTM 690! Let us know
if you find any way of improving our products or
if you are not satisfied.

.

DISCLAIMER: Raid Designs takes no responsibility for any damage that might occur due to the installation this product.
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